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The New Mathematics of Architecture, by architects Jane Burry and Mark Burry, ‘is 
an account of the ways in which [a] new mathematical focus is manifested in designed 
and built projects since the mid-1990s’ (from the Introduction, p. 8). The focus herein 
aims at the mathematics from the last three centuries, and the new computational tools 
that made it tangible for architecture in recent decades. 

After a foreword by Brett Steele and an introduction by the authors, the book 
develops along six chapters: 1) mathematical surfaces and seriality; 2) chaos, complexity, 
emergence; 3) packing and tiling; 4) optimization; 5) topology; 6) datascapes and multi-
dimensionality. A glossary of mathematical/technical terms completes the work. 

The book is accessible for a broad readership, and does not demand specific skills or 
knowledge in either architecture or mathematics. 

The authors deal with a great and diverse amount of ideas, protagonists and attempts 
that characterise the meeting of architecture and mathematics in a digital context – a 
system that embodies emergence and complexity, as well as chaos. The structure of the 
book is defined by forty-six case studies. As in a cabinet of curiosities, they are positioned 
according to common or similar features, thus suggesting categories, and allowing new 
meanings to appear. This is a lively way of sharing knowledge and considerations, in a 
moment when a systematic approach is neither possible nor even fruitful, and when the 
huge diversity of expressions is a category in itself. 

Each chapter comprises a set of architectural case studies with some mathematical 
features in common. The collection is presented after an introduction that, in particular, 
clarifies the mathematical terms that define the chapter, as well as other related concepts. 
The authors achieve the very difficult task of explaining mathematical terms in a concise 
and non-technical tone, and simplifying concepts without eroding their creative 
potential.  

The chapter introductions have a truly multi-disciplinary nature. Main historical 
elements are pointed out, concerning mathematics in itself, the connections between 
architecture and mathematics, or other relevant topics about science and arts. In dealing 
with recent approaches and applications, mainly from the mid-1990s on, many questions 
are raised. The authors present these questions alongside with factual statements. For 
example, some of the mathematical areas that the book focusses on are currently in a 
stage of formation, with nebulous sections and some partial definitions. This state of 
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affairs is not concealed and, to the contrary, is turned into a tool, since the mathematical 
quest echoes the design enquiry in architecture, two endeavours that are connected in the 
context of this book. 

Case-studies are gathered from a broad spectrum of themes: from experiences or lines 
of enquiry driven by conceptual research or optimisation, to well-known built structures. 
They illustrate the many ways of handling design and construction, when digital 
computation and a strong mathematical content are the main tools. Some examples, one 
from each chapter, are: Inversion Modelling by John Pickering; Federation Square by 
LAB Architecture Studio; The Water Cube, by PTW Architects; the British Museum 
Court by Foster + Partners (see [Williams 2011]); the Metropolitan Opera House by 
Toyo Ito; and Digital Water Pavilion by Carlo Ratti Associati. 

Case studies are succinctly presented based on numerous images. In the text, which 
maintains the tone of the chapter introductions, some of the mathematical/technical 
features mentioned are listed in the footer of the page, pointing to the entries in the 
glossary.  

Each entry of the glossary has an image and a very concise text, making it extremely 
useful as a reference in itself. It establishes a simple approach to a diverse set of 
mathematical/technical terms, including ‘algorithm’, ‘evolutionary shape optimiser’, 
‘fractal’, ‘non-linearity’ and ‘Voronoi diagram’.  

Jane Burry and Mark Burry have written a valuable reference text for anyone 
interested in the interdisciplinary field of architecture and mathematics, within the 
present context of digital computation. It must be noted that this book does not teach 
mathematics. It is a sourcebook of post-seventeenth-century mathematical topics that 
stresses their connections to architectural design, and will surely trigger the pursuit of 
those topics that resonate in the personal enquiry of the reader. 
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